A revolution is quietly going on in the world of eLearning. Some technologies and practices seem to have matured, but because of a shift in demands and a shift in technology, we are seeing a fairly dramatic rise of alternative approaches to eLearning that are often called eLearning 2.0. This session will discuss how wikis, social bookmarking, blogging, and other eLearning 2.0 tools impact work and learning. It will examine how these tools fit into personal work and learning, group work and learning, and the impact they have more broadly.

Notes to Attendees: This presentation assumes you are somewhat familiar with Blogs, Wikis, Social Bookmarking, etc. If you are not familiar with these concepts, then you may want to visit: Introduction to Wikis, Blogs, Social Bookmarking, Social Networking, RSS and other eLearning 2.0 Tools.
Wiki

• Wiki defined
  – Easy, collaborative web page editing
  – Corporate versions include moderation, permissions

• Quick Examples
  – Class - http://collaborativelearning.pbwiki.com
  – Conference
  – WikiPatterns – http://www.wikipatterns.com
Individual Work and Learning

• "learn how to learn," will be one of the most important assets any worker can have

Individual Work and Learning

• Must
  – Scanning with RSS reader & include blogs
  – Social bookmarking - del.icio.us
  – Social networking - LinkedIn
  – Continually evaluate and improve personal work and learning skills

• Maybe
  – Facebook
Other New Tools & Technologies

- Social Networks (LinkedIn and Facebook)
- Add-ins & Mash-ups (polls, ask-a-question, discussion, ratings, …)
- Alternative Search
- Podcast and Vidcast
- Virtual Environments (e.g., Second Life)

RSS Reader

- What is an RSS Reader?
  - http://www.bloglines.com/myblogs
- Special Feeds
  - Pages who link to my blog via Google Blog Search
  - Changes to Wiki pages
  - Blog posts that mention “eLearning 2.0”
  - Pages tagged with “eLearning” or “elearning2.0”
  - SoCalTech Calendar and eLearning Calendar
Social Bookmarking

- Social Bookmarking defined
  - Save
  - Tags
  - Search
  - Share
- Quick Examples
  - Big Question - http://del.icio.us/tag/tbq-june07
  - Family Vacation